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The role of the cable is to transfer the sound or video signal from one device to another. Cables carry signals between DVD players and televisions, stereo receivers and speakers, as well as computers and video projectors. Cables do not change the nature of the sound or video signal they carry. They do not convert or
process signals in any way. This is the work of devices at both ends. Cable itself is just a messenger. The cable consists of three main parts: conductor, shielding and connector source: Graves. A conductor is a wire that actually carries a signal. One or more layers of protection prevent the wire from acting as an antenna
that picks up radio frequency interference (RFI) and electromagnetic interference (EMI) (source: Graves). The connector is a fork at the end of the cable that connects to the device. Cables are important components of any home stereo or home theater installation. If you don't use the right cables for proper work, then you
could end up with a subpar sound or image quality. And if you use cables that are damaged or otherwise addicted, you can really end up with a lousy experience. For audiophiles, using low-end cables with $5,000 HDTV plasma is like putting crappy tires on a Ferrari. Some audio/video experts claim that consumers
should spend 20 percent of their total system cost on cables only source: Rushing. The truth is that many cheaper cables offer an audition/viewing experience that most consumers could never tell from a really high-end cable source: Rothman. To make things simple, we're going to break down an overwhelming number
of cable types into three categories: audio-only, video-only and audio/video cables that carry both sound and image. Pros Lower prices for two years, locked in the guarantee Competitive prices of satellite TV Flexibility to watch TV from any device using a computer or mobile application 2TB DVR allows thousands of
standard hours of recording. High level of parental control Cons Customer Service can be dodgy locked into a 24-month contract Prices increase after the second year of a lot of billing extras for returned equipment, late fees, programming changes fees, and some sports offerings Possible Sports Blackout Dish Network
offers a solid list of channels, and more than 2,000 hours of DVR recording space. Other features include: More than 70 Sirius XM music channels Integrated Amazon Prime Video, Netflix and YouTube Google Assistant voice remote and DVR included recordings of up to 16 shows immediately on demand for Showtime



titles, Starz and Wish Movie package for free for three months with a dish subscription you can access the Dish Anywhere app and stream content to your computer, tablet or Device. Dish Everywhere app is compatible with: Mobile Devices Other Kindle Fire HDX Devices Kindle FireTV Stick Computers with Google
Chrome or Apple Safari Pick from four price levels. The dish requires a two-year commitment and all prices include a Hopper Duo DVR receiver with 125 HD storage hours and allows for two two two records and automatic commercial pass. $59.99 monthly 190 channels $74.99 monthly 190 channels $84.99 monthly 240
channels $94.99 monthly 290 channels Hopper 3 2TB DVR available for $15 per month offers more wide viewing flexibility with 500 HD hours of storage and 16 simultaneous records. Additional receivers range from $5 to $15 per month, depending on the recipient. Dish TV and Internet bundles are available. After three
months call to cancel Showtime, Starz and Wish Movie package or charge an additional $30 per month. DISH NETWORKS L.L.C. DishLATINO - Lama al 1-888-989-5711 DishLATINO te trae los mejores channels en espa'ol y en ingl's, con la tranquilidad de tener un precio fijo garantizado. «Aprovecha esta gran oferta!
Llama al 1-888-989-5711 Last tested March 30, 2018 You will find additional channels, Available at every level of the plan that offers a dish like Disney, Bravo, CSN, H2 and Starz Encore, but most plans include: ABC Acorn TV ASE CBS CW Dox Echoboom Sports Fox IFC Movies Unlimited Magnolia selects monsters
and nightmares NBC PBS Shudder Sundance Now Telemundo UMC Your starting cost will depend on any promotions going on. Without shares you can expect to pay the activation fee, first month of service and other fees like the cost of a DVR or receiver. Stocks vary depending on your credit level, so Dish performs a
credit check to determine your eligibility for promotion. The installation can be available as early as the same day. Usually the next day installation is available, but sometimes you may have to wait a second day. You'll find both free and paid picks available in the on-demand library, as well as the PPV services that Dish
offers. According to Connie with Owens RJ12 cable is made with four and six wires. The four-wire cable is traditionally used to transmit voice by telephone, while the six-wire cable is capable of transmitting both voice and data. The six-wire cable is traditionally used to connect networks. Preparing the RJ12 connector
cable, whether it's six or four wires, requires the same steps. A strip of the end of the telephone wire of the plastic outer coating using the modular 9th section of the blade tool. Lengths will range from eighth to quarter of an inch. A strip of color wires, one at a time, using a modular crimding tool. In order not to break thin
wires, gently apply pressure when pulling the plastic coating from the wire. Place each wire in a modular fork that fits the colors. Tap the wires as far as it will go - be careful not to break the thin wires. Repeat for each color. A crimdging modular fork using a crim-up tool. Do not squeeze too hard so as not to break the
fork. Connect the RJ12 connector to your phone and phone connector. Or connect six RJ12 wires to the modemo and other network modules. In the non-metallic casing cable (NM) currently purchased used for residential and commercial wiring, the outer color of the shell indicates a sensor wire or or or and the wire
amplification rating inside. However, the old installed cable may not have this color coding. Until about 2001, most NM cable was a white outer jacket, but since 2001, most NM-B cable was a jacket with vinyl exterior insulation that is painted to define it for consumers and inspectors. This color coding of the wire sheath is
strictly voluntary, but most manufacturers have now followed suit in respecting the color scheme. The five main color schemes used for NM cable in housing, white, yellow, orange, black and gray. These colors are visible in a solid vinyl outer jacket that encloses individual conductors in a cable and are easily identified at
first sight. Keep in mind that black is used as a color for two different wire sensors, so some caution is needed when interpreting a black cable. Despite advances in wireless technology, many computer networks in the 21st century rely on cables as a physical environment that devices use to transmit data. There are
several standard types of network cables, each designed for specific purposes. Invented in the 1880s, the coaxial cable (also called coaxial) was best known as the kind of cable that connected TVs to home antennas. The Coaxial cable is also the standard for 10 Mbps Ethernet cables. When 10 Mbps Ethernet was the
most popular, during the 1980s and early 1990s, networks typically used one of two types of coaxial cable - thinnet (10BASE2 standard) or thicknet (10BASE5). These cables consist of internal copper wire of varying thickness, surrounded by insulation, and other shielding. Their rigidity has caused difficulties for network
administrators when installing and maintaining thinnet and thicknet. Twisted steam appeared in the 1990s as the leading standard of cables for Ethernet, starting with 10 Mbps (10BASE-T, also known as Category 3 or Cat3), followed by improved versions for 100 Mbps (100BASE-TX, Cat5, and Cat5e) and consistently
higher speeds of up to 10 Gbps (10GHA-TX). The Ethernet twisted pair of cables contain up to eight wire wounds together in pairs to minimize electromagnetic interference. Two main types of twisted pair of cable industry standards have been identified: unsalted twisted steam (UTP) and protected twisted pair (STP).
Modern Ethernet cables use UTP wiring because of its lower cost, while STP cables can be found in other types of networks such as The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI). Instead of insulated metal wires that transmit electrical signals, fiber optic network cables use glass fila being and pulses of light. These
network cables bend despite being made of glass. They have proved particularly useful in wide areas of the network installations where long-distance underground or outdoor cables are not required, as well as in office buildings where a large amount of traffic communication is common. Two main types of fiber optic
cable industry standards have been identified : single-frequency (standard 100BaseBX) and (standard 100BaseSX). Long-distance telecommunications networks typically use one mode for their relatively higher bandwidth, while local networks typically use multimodes because of its lower cost. Most Universal Serial Bus
(USB) cables connect a computer to a peripheral device (such as a keyboard or mouse) rather than another computer. However, special network adapters (sometimes called dongles) indirectly connect to the Ethernet cable to the USB port. USB cables have twisted pairs of wiring. Since many PCs in the 1980s and early
1990s were unable to Ethernet, and USB has not yet been developed, serial and parallel interfaces (now obsolete on modern computers) have sometimes been used for networks from PCs to PCs. So-called zero modem cables, for example, connected the serial ports of two PCs and allowed data transmission at speeds
of 0.115 to 0.45 Mbps. One example of the category of crossover cables is Null modem cables. A crossover cable connects two network devices of the same type, such as two PCs or two network switches. The use of Ethernet crossover cables was common on older home networks many years ago when the two PCs
were connected directly together. Externally, Ethernet crossover cables appear identical to conventional cables (sometimes called straight cables), the only visible difference is the order of colored wires appearing on the final cable connector. Manufacturers usually use special decals for their crossovers for this reason.
Nowadays, however, most home networks use routers that have built-in crossover capabilities, eliminating the need for these special cables. Some network professionals use the term cable patch to refer to any kind of direct through the network cable used for a temporary purpose. Coax, twisted pairs and fiber optic types
of patch cables exist. These cables have the same physical characteristics as other types of network cables, except that patch cables tend to have a shorter length. Powerline network systems use standard home wiring to transmit data using special adapters connected to sockets. Sockets.
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